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A trip down the M4 to Newport Velodrome …. 

 

 

I didn’t quite get the panning correct with the ‘phone camera, but you get the picture …. 

Once or twice a year I like to go down to Newport and verify some of my conclusions in the more 

predictable and controlled environment of the Velodrome. This week I shared a session with one of my 

friends. It worked very well as we got 20+ runs in each. We had a pre-planned test schedule. Dovetailing 

the runs worked very effectively. When one needed to do a mechanical change, like change risers, the 

other did back to back tests with fast changes e.g. wheel and helmet runs. 

So, what did we find? 

A few weeks ago, I was doing an hour of high-end tempo / sweet spot training at Hillingdon, on the P3, 

with autumn kit and the Bambino. I always look at the data in Aerolab afterwards as a matter of course. 

On this occasion the visor steamed up after about 15 laps, so, this being a 2016 Bambino, I just flipped it 

into the “park” position and carried on. When I looked at the data I got a bit of a shock. The Bambino 

appeared to perform better with the visor in the “park” position by 0.0080 units, or at 25mph about 

eight “AeroWatts” better. 

So, one of the prime tests for Newport was to establish if the Hillingdon finding was genuine, or the 

result of a PowerMeter idiosyncrasy. And to be sure I sent the SRMs off for a battery change and 

calibration prior to the Newport test sessions. 
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These are Aerolab screen shots from the Hillingdon test session. There is a clear change after lap 15 

where the visor was moved to the “park” position. Difference 0.0078. This data is for the P3 with 303FC 

front and back, autumn kit (bib tights, winter base layer, summer road top) and the Bambino. 
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I did three separate tests at Newport, each of two runs, one with the visor in the conventional position, 

and one with it “parked”. The tests with the 808NSW were two hours apart (as part of the benchmark 

process). The test with the ENVE was part of my comparison testing of the ENVE 7.8 to the 808NSW. 

More of that later …. 

This set with front brake blocks in place. 

 

Difference 0.0064   

This set with front brake blocks removed to accommodate the wider ENVE rim. 

 

Difference 0.0114 

 

Difference 0.0072 

 

…. and for completeness I did the same test with the AeroHead 

 

The result here is as expected; having the visor parked is inferior. 

So why should the “parked” visor be more aero? A few years ago, when the Bambino first came out, I 

was using a Kask K-31, which was basically a road helmet with a fairing, very bulky. I had an old MTB 

helmet that was almost Bambino shape, so I tested that against the K-31, and the old helmet was faster.  

I attributed some of the effect to the fact that the old helmet had three vents, front to back, that would 

disrupt the airflow and cause turbulence over torso and back, thus helping to prevent the low pressure 

behind the body that gives rise to drag. It’s a similar principle to having flow spoilers with trips on the 

back of cars. In that case, the function of the spoiler is part to create down force and part to mitigate the 

drag created by the spoiler. I think the “parked” visor is having a similar effect. I’d have to take that 

theory to a wind tunnel for a definitive test. 
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Now the wheel tests (using the AeroHead): 

 

Before we go on with the wheel comparisons, let’s look at the three results for the 808NSW tested with 

the AeroHead, visor in position, 0.1873, 0.1881 and 0.1872, very consistent results. 

The ENVE 7.8 had a Vittoria latex tube and a 25c Conti GP4000s II tyre. 

The 808NSW and the 303FC had Michelin latex tubes and 23c Conti TT Limited tyres. 

The HED-3 had a Michelin latex tube (18/20c) and 20c Conti GP4000s II tyre. 

The first result with the ENVE 7.8 is an anomaly. It had a new tube fitted a few hours before the test 

which may have been a contributory factor. The tube was Vittoria latex (red) rather than a Michelin 

latex (green). I’ve always found the Vittoria latex tube “slower” than the Michelin latex (green). The 

ENVE 7.8 had a Conti GP4000s II fitted, and not the Conti TT Limited that I was expecting. The Conti 

GP4000s II tests slower than the Conti TT Limited. 

I was expecting the ENVE 7.8 and 808NSW to produce roughly the same result, as this was what I’d 

found before when “open field” testing at Redbridge in September. On that occasion, I was using a 

different ENVE 7.8 with latex tube and a Conti TT Limited. Prior to that I’d tested today’s ENVE 7.8 at 

Newport, back in March, but at that time it had a road tyre and a butyl tube, and tested a lot worse than 

the 808NSW (which had a latex tube and a Conti TT Limited, as it had at this Newport session). 

The second result for the ENVE 7.8 of 0.1972 is pretty much in-line with the differential I would expect 

from it having the slower tube and the slower tyre. I will fit the ENVE 7.8 with a Michelin latex tube and 

a Conti TT Limited and test it again, “open field” against the 808NSW in the next week or two. 

The result for the 303FC front wheel doesn’t come out much worse than the 808NSW when tested “on 

the boards”. When tested “open field” at Hillingdon or Reading Velodrome, there is about a 0.0060 

differential, or six “AeroWatts”. 

What was noticeable when riding with the 303FC was that it was much easier in the corners than either 

the ENVE 7.8 or the 808NSW. The logical conjecture is that the deeper section wheels absorb more 

energy in the corners, something to do with angular momentum I’m guessing, and part of the reason 

why the deeper section wheels perform better in straight line and “open field” aero test. But it begs the 
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question why would track riders use deep section wheels on the front, and even disks, when riding 

pursuits or solo events. Something I’ll research further. 

The HED-3 also performed better than expected. That’s probably the wrong phrase as it was actually the 

ENVE 7.8 and the 808NSW that performed worse than expected on the track. In previous tests the HED-

3 has been about the same margin worse than the 808NSW as the 303FC has been. At Newport, this 

time, it was 0.0022 better than the 303FC in both sets of data. The lower profile 20c tyre on the HED-3 

made for a rougher ride “on the boards” than even the 23c tyres on the Zipps, so I’m not sure I would 

fancy using the HED-3 on the average British TT course. 

Other tests on the day, first set with front brake blocks in place: 

 

That old Uvex FP2 still tests well, but fortunately the Bambino with the visor parked is about the same. 

 

For the final test I put a winter base layer and a summer top over the skin suit, expecting it to be a 

slightly slower than just the skin suit. This is what I use for “open field” testing when it’s a bit cooler. 

That combination turned out to be faster. Must be the creases acting as trips. If only I could always 

guarantee that effect  

Ends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


